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Record checks are used to infer something 
about survey response bias. But they can produce 
misleading conclusions. This paper has four ob- 
jectives: 

i. To show the difference between a model- 
based definition of response bias and the under- 
report-overreport definitions used in most health 
survey validity studies, 

2. To show that, for survey reports of hos- 
pital episodes, the type of record check design 
has, in practice, determined the conclusions about 
survey bias, 

3. To show that a currently-fashionable 
record check design modification didn't overcome 
design problems in one instance and, 

4. To illustrate that some of our ideas 
about proxy and memory bias, based on record check 
studies of hospital episode reporting, should be 
reexamined. 

TYPES OF DESIGNS 
Three kinds of record check designs are evi- 

dent from Exhibit i. 
An AB design obtains estimates for cells A 

and B by conducting the survey first and then 
checking records for sample elements within "yes" 
survey values. 

An AC design starts with "yes" record values 
and interviews those sample elements. 

EXHIBIT 1 - CROSS CLASSIFICATION OF SURVEY AND 
RECORD VALUES FOR A DICHOTOMOUS VARIABLE AND A 
DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN TYPES 

SURVEY 
VALUE 

YES 

NO 

Record Value 

YES NO 

A+B 

A+C 

Design Types: 

AB (or prospective, ex ante, follow-back) checks 
records if the survey value is "yes". 

AC (retrospective, ex post) interviews persons 
if the record value is "yes". 

FULL obtains unbiased empirical estimates of 
all cells or at least cells A, B, and C. 

There are several ways of conducting the full 
design. Their common characteristic is the pro- 
duction of unbiased, empirical estimates of all 
four cells, or at least cells A, B, and C. 

DEFINITIONS 
The 3 matricies below in Exhibit 2 are the 

basis of the model. At the left is a table show- 
ing survey response probabilities conditional on 
the true values. The next matrix contains record 
value probabilities also conditioned by the true 
values. The third matrix contains the true propor- 
tions of yes and no answers in the population. 

EXHIBIT 2 - RESPONSE MODEL FOR A 

DICHOTOMOUS VARIABLE 

SURVEY TRUE VALUE RECORD 
VALUE YES NO VALUE 

YES STp SFp YES 

NO SFN STN NO 
. . . .  

1 1 

SURVEY RESPONSE 
PROBAB IL ITIE S 

tRUE VALUE 

YE___A N o  

RTp RFp 

RFN RTN 

1 1 
TRUE 

RECORD RESPONSE POPULATION 
PROBABILITIES PROPORTIONS 

Multiplying these three matricies and assum- 
ing that record and survey errors are independent, 
yields the matrix (Exhibit 3) which contains the 
expected proportions of each kind of survey and 

1 
record cross-classification for the population. 

EXHIBIT 3 - EXPECTED PROPORTIONS OF CROSS- 

CLASSIFIED OBSERVATIONS ASSUMING 
INDEPENDENCE OF SURVEY AND 
RECORD ERRORS 

SURVEY 
RECORD VALUES 

YES NO 

STpRTpT P + SFpRFpT N STpRFNTp+ SFpRTNTN 

STNRFpTN + SFNRTpTp STNRTNTN + SFNRFNTp 

VALUE 

YES 

NO 

Sp 

S N 
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Using this terminology it is possible to list 
various definitions of survey bias that have been 
used in record check studies and the definition 
of bias from the model. 

DEFINITIONS OF SURVEY BIAS: 

TRUE SURVEY BIAS = S - Tp 
P 

AB DESIGN = STpRFNTp + SFpRTNT N 

AC DESIGN = -(STNRFpT N + SFNRTpTp) 

FULL = STpRFNT P + SFpRTNT N - STNRFpT N - SFNRTpT P 

In the appendix, I derive the expressions for 
the deviation between the design definitions 
and the true survey bias for the dichotomous case. 
Elsewhere (Marquis, 1978) I go through a similar 
exercise for the multinomial case. 

MODEL BASED RESULTS 
Some of the main conclusions from this ex- 

ercise for the dichotomous variable case are: 
i. That the AB and AC definitions of bias 

include half the random error in the survey and 
half the random error in records (and due to 
matching); in other words, they tend to exagger- 
ate the bias estimate, 

2. The direction of the interpreted survey 
bias is predetermined when the AC or AB design 
is used, 

3. All the designs mistake record bias for 
survey bias in their interpretations. 

The record check design effects are similar 
when the variable is multinomial but there is less 
certainty about the predetermined sign of the 
survey bias and potentially less of the random 
error in the cross-classified observations is 
interpreted as net survey bias. 

EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF IIOSPITAL STAY RESPONSE BIAS 
Exhibit 4 shows the link between this con- 

ceptual discussion and practice. It contains the 
results of a number of record check studies of 
hospital stay reporting in surveys. As predicted, 
the AC design studies find underreporting to be 
greater than overreporting; 2 the AB design studies 
find overreporting to be greater than underre- 
porting. Note that the ABC design studies find 
overreporting and underreporting of about the 
same magnitude. Employing some assumptions, 3 
this suggests that the cross-classified observa- 
tions contain mostly, or only,random error. The 
one directional studies detect one part of random 
error and run the risk of concluding that it is 
survey bias. 

MENTIONED PROVIDER VERIFICATION DESIGN 
Contemporary health survey practice is to 

use an AB record check design and also to contact 
other sources of health care mentioned in the 
interview even if the source was not used by the 
sample person. My question is, "Does incorpora- 
ting the extra feature overcome the intrinsic 

faults of the pure AB design?" 

EXHIBIT 4 -- ESTIMATED RATES OF OVERREPORTS AND 
UNDERREPORTS OF HOSPITAL STAYS IN HOUSEHOLD 
SURVEYS, BY TYPE OF RECORD CHECK DESIGN a 

Percent Percent 
Design Typ e and Reference Underreport Oyerreport 

ABC Designs 
Belloc (1954) -14 ii 
Feather (1972) -ii 14 

AC D e s i ~ s  
Balamuth et al. (1961) b -13 

Cannell et al. (1961) -13 
Cannell and Fowler (1963) c -17 
Kirchner et al. (1969)d -13 

3 
4 

AB Designs 
Andersen and Anderson (1967) -i i0 
Balamuth et al. (1961) e 3 
Barlow et al. (1960)I -5 13 
Barlow et al. (1960) g -i 4 to 8 
Kirchner et al. (1969) h 15 
Loewenstein (1969) i --- 12 

NOTES: a. All studies exclude stays shorter than 
overnight and report estimates for a 12-month ref- 
erence period. For an explanation of the studies 
and the estimates, see Marquis (1978). b. MED-10 
study, c. Procedure A. d. Hospital check. 
e. Prospective check, f. Blue Cross check. 
g. Hospital check, h. Prospective check. 
i. Prospective hospital check. 

The Rand Health Insurance Study conducted 
some AB design record checks of interview data 
and contacted other mentioned providers also. 

Survey bias was estimated in two ways: by com- 
paring the survey estimate of the mean to an 
independent, external estimate and by more conven- 
tional record check approaches. An overview of 
the hospitalization results is in Exhibit 5. 

The interviews 4 were conducted in Dayton, 
Ohio in the middle of 1974 using a 12-month retro- 
spective reference period. 

The survey estimate of the per-person, hospi- 

tal~stay mean is somewhat lower than a synthetic 
estimate based on the Hospital Discharge Surveys. 
Part of the difference is caused by using a retro- 
spective, 12-month reference period in the survey. 
Assuming minimal sampling, non-response, process- 
ing and interviewer biases, and that the HDS es- 
timate is correct, a full-design record check 
should reveal a small, negative response bias in 
the survey. The record check, however, did just 
the opposite. 

The pure AB design record check 6 shows net 
survey overreports and the incorporation of the 
mentioned provider feature (which checked records 
for an additional 900 person-hospital pairs) 7 
did not affect the pattern importantly. It re- 
sulted in only 20 more apparent survey underre- 
ports. I conclude that, in this one example, the 
AB design, coupled with a mentioned provider ver- 
ification, was unable to obtain an unbiased esti- 
mate of the survey bias. 8 This case study is of- 
fered to show that a commonly used modification 
to the AB record check design does not necessarily 
remedy its basic deficiencies. 9 
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EXHIBIT 5A -- ESTIMATES OF THE ANNUAL HOSPITAL 
STAY MEAN PER PERSON 

Estimate Source 
Number of Hospital Stays 

Per Person Per Year 

Dayton survey .134 
(Approx. standard error is 
.006) 

Correction for 
retrospective samp- Up to +.008 
ling bias 

Hospital Discharge 
Record Survey a .16 

!Conclusion: Small I 
negative total 

; survey bias 

EXHIBIT 5B -- RECORD CHECK ESTIMATE OF RESPONSE 
ERRORS 

Record 
Yes No 

Survey 
Yes 327 114 

L 

6 
No 

+20 

Percent Overreport .... 26 

Percent Underreport: 
Pure AB design ...... 02 
with modification... 07 

i Potential Conclusion: 
Large positive 
survey response 

I bias 

aAverage 1973 (Lewis, 1976) and 1974 (Ranof- 
sky, 1976) data for the North Central U.S. adjust- 
ed to the age distribution of the Dayton Survey 
and for discharges of civilians from Federal 

military hospitals (Croner, 1977). 

CORRELATES OF RESPONSE BIAS 
Record check data suggest that proxy reports 

of hospitalization are more biased then self- 
reports and that memory decay is a dominant fea- 
ture of recall-based reporting. However, vari- 
ables correlated with the amount of random error 
may appear as correlates of bias using a one- 
directional record check design. A reexamination 
of available published data suggests we may wish 
to temper these conclusions somewhat. 

Several AC record check studies (Cannell et 
al., 1961; Cannell and Fowler, 1963) suggest that 
hospitalization underreporting by proxy is great- 
er than underreporting by self-respondents. A 
single AB design study (Barlow et. al., 1960) 
finds that there is more overreporting by proxy. 
Two studies employing experimental variation in 
the respondent rule, but not record checks 
(Kovar and Wright, 1973; Enterline and Capt, 
1959), find no significant difference between 
treatments in numbers of episodes reported. A 
reinterpretation is presented elsewhere in great- 
er detail and suggests proxy responses contain 
more random response error than self responses, 
that self responses contain little or no net 
bias, and that proxy responses contain a smaller 

net bias that previously claimed. A full design 
record check study with random allocation of re- 
spondent rule treatments would be very useful in 
pinning down the remaining uncertainties. 

The memory decay hypothesis is one of the main 
cornerstones of applied survey measurement design. 
Several AC design, record check studies support the 
decay hypothesis for hospitalization reporting. I0 

One published study (Feather, 1972) estimates 
both under- and over-reports for 3 recall period 
lengths. These data (Exhibit 6) suggest the ab- 
sence of a memory decay bias for most recent or 
only hospital episodes II because the number of 
survey-reported episodes in the most distant past 
is not less than the number identified in the 
records. The survey bias, if any, appears to be 
a net overreporting of hospital episodes in the 
near past. The underreport rates follow the same 
pattern published by previous AC design studies; 
but, because both over and underreporting increase 
over time without an increase in net bias, we can 
infer that the random error in the cross-classifi- 
ed observations is really what increases with 
elapsed time and that it is this increasing random 
error that the previous one-directional record 
check studies have mistakenly interpreted as memory 
decay bias. 

EXHIBIT 6 -- EFFECT OF RECALL INTERVAL ON HOSPITAL 
STAY REPORTING IN A FULL DESIGN RECORD CHECK STUDY a 

1-18 

19-36 157 159 

37-52 121 123 

Not Reported 0 7 

Recall Number of Percent Percent 
Interval b Hospital Episodes c Under- Over- 

(Weeks) (12 months) report report 
Record Survey 

173 184 1 7 

8 9 

15 16 

aAdapted from Feather (1972). The recall in- 
terval classification is determined by the record 
value unless the survey report could not be match- 
ed to a record report. 

bElapsed time between the discharge and the 
survey 

CMost recent and only episodes 

CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, if a record check is used to es- 

timate survey bias, the design should include a 
provision to separate the random error in the 
cross-classified observations from the bias. 
Without this feature, one-directional designs run 
a risk of overstatin$ the bias in a direction pre- 
determined by the Lind of design used. 

Today's survey measurement designs have be- 
come very complex and expensive, especially in the 
health field. Much of the complexity appears to 
be in response to findings of one-directional rec- 
ord checks. The use of self-respondents, panel 
designs with short recall periods, double-samp- 
ling-scheme-record-verifications and bounded re-- 
call procedures often can be traced to studies us- 
ing incomplete record check designs. It may be 
cost-effective to take another look at these 
studies or replicate them using more complete rec- 
ord check designs. The possibility exists that 
some kinds of survey responses are less biased than 
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our methodology studies suggest, and that the 
data collection design and data analysis modifi- 
cations we've made could be doing more harm than 
good. 

FOOTNOTES 
IA third source of error, produced by match- 

ing and processing mistakes, is not shown expli- 
citly in Exhibit 3. These errors have the same 
effects on interpretation of bias as record mis- 
classifications. 

2Using notation in Exhibit i, the overreport 
rate is b/(a+b); and the underreport rate is 
a/(a+c). These are the bias estimates from each 
design relative to a mean or proportion. Using 
notation in Exhibit 3, a+b = Sp and a+c = ~p. 
The circumflex denotes that these are estimates 
baseO on samples. 

3The overreport and underreport rates do not 
have the same denominator (see previous footnote). 
However, the interpretation of the sum of the 
two rates as proportional to the estimated net 
bias is not sensitive to small differences be- 
tween the denominators. 

4Based on a stratified, random sample of 
2,000 families excluding families headed by per- 
sons over 64 years of age. The•~'esponse rate was 
80 percent of eligible families. Adults (over 
17 years) responded for themselves. Data were 
obtained for approximately 4,400 persons. Exhib- 
it 5 is based on data from 4,256 persons who 
were under 65 years of age. 

5See Simmons (1967) for a discussion of the 
retrospective sampling bias due to excluding 
hospitalized persons who have died in the past 
12 months from the survey sampling frame. See 
Marquis (1978, pp. 57-63) for additional elements 
of the retrospective sampling bias. 

6Forms listing the name of the sample per- 
son were mailed to hospitals with a request that 
the hospital furnish information about each stay 
for the person. 127 stays reported in the surve~ 
for persons under 65 were excluded from the anal- 
ysis as follows: 86 hospital nonresponse, 2 hos- 
pital refusals, 19 family refusals to allow a 
record check, 20 for other reasons. 

7The hospital was reported to be the sample 
person's usual source of outpatient care or it 
provided outpatient care for the sample person 
or an~ member of his family in the past 12 months. 

°Other interpretive possibilities that ap- 
pear very improbable are that the synthetic HDS 
estimate seriously overstates the Dayton mean or 
that there are large, negative biases due to 
missing observations and/or that the survey 
sample is a biased population sample. 

9The conclusion reached above may not gen- 
eralize to other survey variables. For example, 
I have reported elsewhere (Marquis et al., 1976) 
the results of the dental expenditure record 
check on this same survey sample using the modi- 
fied AB design. There neither the comparative 
means nor the record check indicated an impor- 
tant survey bias. My hunch is that the dental 
mentioned provider feature included most of the 
universe of dentists likely to have treated 
each sample person whereas the hospital mention- 
ed provider feature did not. I have no indepen- 
dent support for this hypothesis. 

10Cannell et al., (1961), Cannell and 
Fowler (1963), and Balamuth et al., (1961). 

1177 percent of the stays reported in the 
survey and 77 percent of the stays in the records. 
It was not possible to estimate memory decay ef- 
fects for multiple stays in the 12 month reference 
period that were not most recent. 
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APP END IX 

This appendix derives the expression of the 
survey bias definition for each record check de- 
sign in terms of true survey bias, true record 
bias, and the random error in each source. The 
expressions are summarized in Exhibit 8. 

True Survey Bias, SB, is defined as the dif- 
ference between the proportion of positive survey 
answers, Sp, and the population proportion of true 
positive attributes, Tp. Using the definitions in 
Exhibits 2 and 3: 

SB=STpRTpT P + SFpRFpT N + STpRFNT P + SFpRTNT N - Tp 

=STpT P(RTP+RFN ) + SFpT N(RFP + RTN) - re 

=(i - SFN)Tp + SFpT N - Tp 

=SFpT N - SFNTp. 

True Record Bias, RB, is similarly defined 
and may be reduced to: 

RB = RFpT N + ~NTp 

Joint errors, JE, are misclassifications that 
occur in both the survey and record sources: 

JE=SFpRFpT N + SF~FNTp. 

Next, the expressions for the 3 design definitions 
of survey bias in terms of the above definitions 
can be derived. 

For the full design: 

SB(ABC)= Sp - Rp 

: STP~NT N + SFpRTNT N - SFNRTpTp - STN~pT N. 

Substituting STp = (i- SFp), STN = (I-SFp) 

and analogous record terms, 

SB(ABC) = (SFpT N - SFNT P) - (~pT N -~NTp) 

= SB = RB. 

For the AB design: 

SB(AB) = STpRFNTp + SFpRTNTN. 

Using STp = (i- SFN) and RTN = (I- RFp), 

SB (AB) = RFNTp + SFpTN - (SFNRFN TP + SFpRFpTN)" 

Adding and subtracting SFNT P and RFpTN. 

SB(AB)=(SFpTN- SFNTp) + SFNT P - (RFpT N - RFNT P) 

+RFpT N - (SFNRFNT P + SFpRFpTN). 

Using the definitions at the beginning of the ap- 
pendix, 

SB(AB) = SB + (SFNTp) - RB + (RFpTN) - JE. (i) 

The interpretation of the terms in parentheses 
will be given later. 

For the AC design: 

SB(AC)=-(SFNRTpT P + STNRFpTN ) 

Using STN = (i - SFp ) and ~p = (i - ~N ), 

SB(Ac) = (SFpT N - SFNTp) - SFpT N - (RFpT N - RFNTp) 

- RFNT P + (SFNRFNT P + SFpRFpTN). 

° 

In terms of the earlier appendix definitions, 

SB(Ac) = SB - (SFpTN) - RB - (RFNTp) + JE. (2) 

The parenthetical terms in eqs. (i) and (2) re- 
flect the interpretation problems unique to the 
one-directional designs. These are termed design 
effects on misclassifications and bear a direct 
relationship to random error in the observations. 

Survey random error is defined to be the rate 
of compensating survey errors: 

SRE = SFpT N + SFNTp - a SFpT N - SFNTpt " 

Record random error is defined similarly: 

RRE = RFpT N + RFNT P - F RFpT N - SFNT P I- 

EXHIBIT 7 -- EXPRESSIONS FOR SURVEY AND RECORD 
RANDOM ERROR BY TRUE ERROR C}~RACTERISTIC 

True Error 
Characteristic 

Case 1--Only 
Random Error 
(FP rate = FN rate>0) 

Case 2--Net 
Positive Bias 
(FP rate > FN rate) 

Case 3--Net 
Negative Bias 
(FN rate > FP rate) 

SRE = Survey 
Random 
Error 

2 SFNTp or 

2 SFpT N 

RRE = Record 
Random 
Error 

2 RFNT P or 

2 RFpT N 

2 SFNT P 

2 SFpT N 

2 RFNTp 

2 RFpT N 
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The expressions for random error may be re- 

written as in Exhibit 7, depending on the relative 

true rates of false positives and negatives. 
The design effect on survey misclassification 

for the AB design is SFNT P (eq. i). For cases 1 
and 2, reference to Exhibit 7 shows that this is 
equal to 1/2 SRE. For case 3, it may be written 

as (SFNT ~ - SFpT N) + SFpT N = -SB + 1/2 SRE. 
The design effect on record misclassifica- 

tions for the AB design is RFpT N (eq. i). For 
cases 1 and 3, the effect is equal to 1/2 RRE. 

For case 2, it may be expressed as (RFpT N - RFNT P) 

+ RFNT P = +RB + 1/2 RRE. 
The interpretation of the design effects is 

that the AB design includes half the survey ran- 
dom error and half the record random error in its 
definition of survey bias. Furthermore, if the 

survey contains a net negative bias and/or the 

records contain a net positive bias, the AB design 

will miss them completely. 

The design effect on survey misclassifica- 

tions for the AC design is -SFpT N (eq. 2). For 
cases 1 and 3, it equals -1/2 SRE, causing the 
estimate of survey bias to be more negative. For 
case 2, the effect is written as -SB-I/2 SRE, in- 
dicating that a true positive net survey bias will 
be undetected and a negative bias equal to half the 
survey random error rate will be substituted. The 

design effect on record misclassifications for the 

AC design is -RFNT P (from eq. 2). The AC design 
includes 1/2 of the record random errors in the 

definition of survey bias and cannot detect a 
true net negative record bias. 

A summary of the error elements in the survey 
bias definitions of each of the three record check 

designs is in Exhibit 8. 

EXHIBIT 8 -- ELEMENTS OF ERROR INCLUDED 

IN RECORD CHECK DEFINITIONS OF SURVEY BIAS 

Type of 
Record Check 

Design 

Full 

AB 

AC 

True 
Survey 

Bias 

Error Elements Included in Survey Bias Definitions I Record 
Design Effect on Sur- Bias 

vey Misclassification Effect 

None 

Cases i and 2:+1/2 SRE 

Case 3: -SB + i/2 SRE 

Cases i and 3:-1/2 SRE 

Case 2: -SB - 1/2 SRE 

Design Effect on Re- 

cord Misclassification 

None 

Cases i and 3:+1/2 RRI 

Case 2: +RB + i/2 RRE 

Cases I and 2:-1/2 RRI 

Case 3: +RB = 1/2 RRE 

i Joint 

!Error 

i Effect 
, . . . . . .  

None 

+ 
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